
Succeeding in the digital era: 
How to drive productivity while 
increasing employee engagement

Global 
Business 
Services



Global Business Services (GBS) models drive 
efficiency. But a step change is afoot…
Digital disruption has reached support services and is creating new ways to drive productivity.

All activities fully 
decentralised
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5-10%

20-40%

Digital GBS 
Model

>40%

Degree of accountability, management centralisation, organisational (blurring the boundaries between functions) and operational change

• Interactive service delivery enabled by chatbots

• Fully integrated service delivery model

• Increased use of GBS across functions for 
analytical / problem solving activities

• PaaS (platform as a service) 

• Highly automated processes through RPA / AI

• Global technologies 

• Flexible workforce skilled in innovation, data 
science, technology and process

Access to employees and 
customers’ data

• Global Business Services are sitting 
on a significant ‘gold mine’ of 
employee and customer data and 
have the expertise to use the data to 
influence business decisions and 
long terms strategies.

Operational efficiency and 
effectiveness

• Through Global Business Services 
Centers, organisations are 
reducing the administrative 
spend and focusing on increasing 
their customers’ satisfaction.

Global Business Services continue to matter, for a number of key reasons….

Enable business collaboration 
and change

• Providing organisations with a 
standardised environment, 
common tools, practices and ways 
of working, creates the foundation 
for agile working, functional 
collaboration and quick adoption of 
change.

But how engaged 
are GBS teams in 

the new digital 
era?
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Significantly changing the 
service delivery model



…RPA and AI are fast becoming an essential tool 
to ramp up productivity.

RPA and AI are innovative software layers that use and interact with existing 

IT systems exactly like a human. By doing so, they can takeover everyday 

repetitive tasks freeing up talent in GBS for more value adding activities.

In particular, cognitive RPA has significant implications for GBS organisations. 

With natural language processing, chatbot technology, speech recognition and 

computer vision technology, RPA is set to extend to processes that require 

perception or judgement and integrate unstructured data into automation. 

Onshore FTE
>£4X

Offshore FTE
~£2-3X

“Software
Robotics
FTE” ~$X*

*Source: Raconteur Media

Cost savings 
(reduced cost of processing)

In the last six months, PwC have worked with an increasing 

numbers of clients to implement RPA and AI in their GBSs to 

automate tasks across HR, Finance, IT and Tax such as CV 

screening, on-boarding, tax code calculations, customer master 

data, cash allocations, and more. We learned that it is critical to 

engage employees at the heart of the change.
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Builds leadership capability to effectively manage and 
motivate people and create an environment where 
people and machines are fully integrated.

However a new culture and skillset are needed for 
humans and machines to work in harmony…

According to PwC’s 20th CEO survey (2017), CEOs see the 
value of marrying technology with unique human 
capabilities, and only 16% plan to reduce their company’s 
headcount over the next 12 months, whilst 52% plan to 
hire more employees. 

The skills considered most important are those that cannot 
be performed by machines. For a GBS organization to get 
full value from technology, they must create agile cultures 
that adapt to change, focus on customer and employee 
experiences, and develop the right mix of skills within their 
workforces. 

One lever to achieve this is through  implementing 
operational excellence to blend human and digital 
working practices and improve ways of working. 

Within GBS, this approach builds new capabilities and 
creates between 15-25% capacity. We deliver this by 
focussing technology on traditional process execution and 
develop your employees to move up the value chain, 
focusing on better insights, problem solving and decision 
making.

Identifies bottom up waste and automation 
opportunities. This allows automation to be executed 
without automating redundant processes or multiplying 
the number of handoffs. 

Maximises time spent by people on customer value-
adding processes. Best practice performs at around 70% 
of total time spent.

Operational excellence works by determining what adds value within 
a process to a customer – while avoiding automating redundant 
activities – and drives standardisation. Operational Excellence:

Creates a continuous improvement mind set, where 
objectives and behaviours are aligned to drive out waste 
and improve processes and ways of working.
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…while engaging your employees in this cultural 
change is key

37%
of people worldwide 
worried about losing 

their job to automation.* 

This is directly impacting staff 
engagement and significantly 
decreasing productivity.

When deploying an operational excellence solution in GBS, such as PwC’s unique Perform
approach, leadership capabilities are developed through 12-step process including daily coaching 

sessions. Team effectiveness is improved through embedding operational excellence tools. 

1 2 3Learning & Development: 
adapt to change

Pivotal Talent: 
identify and retain

Stay Healthy:               
employees wellbeing

Employees with key and specialised skills are 
fundamental to the success of GBS as a value 
partner to the business.

All GBS leaders face the huge challenge to 
identify and retain key talent. There is a high risk 
of people moving on due to pay and/or growth 
opportunities. 

By closely managing the motivation and 
recognising the value of top talent, their 
happiness will have a ‘domino’ effect, permeating 
through to others within the GBS organisation.

It’s difficult to predict the skills required in the 
near future but the workforce must be willing to 
develop new skills and learn to adapt 
quickly to the changing and ever more digital 
world. 

Create a growth culture to incentivise 
adaptability, the critical and highly valued skills 
of leadership, creativity and innovation. This will 
in turn make employees feel safer and more 
confident, with an increased sense of loyalty 
and satisfaction.

Healthier people are often higher performing, 
cost less and cause fewer 
organisational risks.

In GBS, flexible working is typically 
restricted by the nature of work, locations 
serviced and ways of working (e.g. shift patterns) –
but automation will quickly remove this barrier.

GBS leadership must identify and focus on a 
healthy workforce initiative to help sustain a 
happy, agile and productive workforce.

Other initiatives are also important to sustain a happy and productive GBS 
workforce in the long term:

As RPA and sophisticated algorithms automate more tasks, jobs are being 
redefined and re-categorised. 

* PwC Workforce of the Future report 2017
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Turning disruption into opportunities:

• Additional productivity (10% - 20%) through better 
engagement and empowerment in teams

• Improved employee satisfaction with more interesting jobs 
and reduced attrition

• Increased scalability, flexibility and value creation

• Established as talent hub and career path for future business 
leaders

Preparing your leaders to guide your GBS teams 
through this change delivers significant benefits

Maximise 
productivity

Absolute priority on 
productivity delivers 

outcomes but often impacts 
staff morale and 

engagement

Maximise benefits

Putting people and culture at 
the core of digital encourages 

growth and innovation. 

This provides benefits not 
previously accessible due to 

perception of the change.

Minimise 
disruption

Avoiding drastic changes 
keeps staff engaged but 

often under achieve 
intended outcomes / misses 

opportunities for digital 
tools to drive productivity
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Staff Engagement

High

High

Neutral

Deliver core 
benefits

Digital transformation sets 
out to change the way GBS 
organisations operate with 

different ambitions
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Getting it right delivers benefits not accessible through traditional productivity initiatives



How can PwC help you succeed in the digital era?

Understand your performance

 Leverage our benchmarking 
capability to understand your current 
performance against peers

 Assess your capability using one or 
all of our proven tools. For example: 

• GBS diagnostic

• Process maturity assessment

• Workforce diagnostic

• Technology capability assessment

• RPA + AI assessment

 Baseline performance and agree on 
target benefits

Plan and design the change

 Setting the vision for Business 
Services delivery and how to get 
there

 Develop a detailed technology 
enabled operating model blueprint

 Develop the role profiles and digital 
skills required

 Robotics Process Automation 
(RPA) Proof of Concept within 8 -
10 weeks

 Assign accountability and establish 
tracking mechanism

Delivering the change

 Deliver quick wins such as release 
latent capacity, within 12 weeks, 
with our proven Operational 
Excellence programme “Perform”

 Diligent change management to 
win hearts and minds of your 
employees

 Develop Learning & Development 
(L&D) and cultural shift relevant 
for the digital era

 Employment law advice on 
employee related matters such as 
role change

 Digital tools implementation

Our experience and approach can help accelerate your digital transformation in your GBS operation 
and allow you to reap the full benefits – no matter where you are on your journey
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Talk to PwC about the future of your 
Global Business Services organisation

Contacts:
Charlotte Houston
+44 (0) 7841 562550
Charlotte.Houston@pwc.com

Rafael Guilherme
+44 (0) 7500 032720
Rafael.Guiherme@pwc.com

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice.  You 
should not act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. No representation or 
warranty (express or implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the 
extent permitted by law, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members, employees and agents do not accept or assume any liability,
responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information 
contained in this publication or for any decision based on it. 
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